Subject: Detachment of all attachments in ICDS Sector.

CIRCULAR

In order to streamline the functioning of ICDS Sector and in the interest of beneficiaries covered under ICDS scheme, the arrangements made from time to time on account of attachments/adjustments along with post are hereby cancelled with immediate effect. It is accordingly enjoined upon all the Drawing and Disbursing Officers/Controlling Officers to immediately relieve such employees with the directions to report their original place of posting within two days. Compliance report in the matter may be submitted by 25th of February, 2015 without fail. Stern action against the officers/officials will be taken who observe the circular instructions in breach. It is further provided that no attachments shall be made by DPO/CDPO at their level.

(Dr. G.N. Itoo) KAS
State Mission Director,
ICDS J&K

Dated: 20-02-2015

Copy to the :

01. Secretary to Government, Social Welfare Department, Civil Sectt. Jammu.
02. District Programme Officer, ICDS ______(All) – for information and n/a.
03. Deputy Director, ICDS Kashmir/ Jammu – for information and n/a.
04. Child Development Project Officer, ICDS Project ______(All) – for inf. & n/a.
05. Office File.